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ABSTRACT 

The language PALM is intended for simulation 
of public service systems, of teletraffic sys
tems in particular. The software for the lan
guage is implemented on computers, compatible 
with IBM/360. The formalized system of com
cepts, named a mathematical model, gives a 
possibility for simple and clear description 
of the system to be simulated and the develop
ment of the simUlation program. 

Basic information is given on the system of 
the SPALM languages, incorporating PALM, a ma
thematical model is described and the princip
les and possibilities of PALM are explained. 
The use of PALM is ilustrated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The language PALM (for Russian ITporpaMMHpOBa
HHe AHropHTMOB Mo~eRHpOBaHHR - Programming of 
Simulation Algorithms) was developed at the 
Latvian State University in Riga. The langua
ge is intended for Simulation of public servi
ce systems, of teletraffic systems in particu
lar. PALM constitutes part of a system of pro
gramming languages called SPALM (System of 
Programming ALgorithms and Models). The soft
ware for SPALM is implemented on computers, 
compatible with IBM/360. 

According to the claasification ~,2], PALM 
represents a universal simulation language of 
the transaction flow type and is based on a 
simple general-purpose language, PAL. PALM dif
fers from other simUlation languages such as 
GPSS [3], SIMSCRIPT (4], SIMULA [5], TETRASIM [6] 
in tlie following features: 

- PALM is of a simpl'e structure and thus 
easier to master and employ; 

- a formalized system of concepts has been 
provided, named a mathematical model [7], 
permitting a simple and clear transition 
from the system to be simulated to a pro
gram in PALM; 

- algorithm description in PALM is close to 
conventional mathematical symbolism; 

- the amount of software required is compa
ratively small and ensures high efficien
cy of the simulation program; 

- a mechanism is provided for adding new 
tools of the language; this makes PALM 
easily adaptable to simUlation tasks of 
different kinds. 

Experience has proved the efficiency of PALM 
in simulating practical tasks of communication 
system design i~ the U.S.S.R. 

2. BASIC INFORMATION ON SPALM 

SPALM is a combination of different-purpose 
languages at different levels for describing 
algorithms and for programming on computers. 
Structurally these languages are based on 
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identical principles and the possibility of 
simUltaneous usage is provided for. The major 
SPALM languages are: 

- AL (from ALgorithms) - an extended vers
ion of the language of mathematical for
mulas for describing numerical algorithms; 

- PAL (from Programming of ALgorithms) - a 
general-purpose programming language; 

- PALM - an extended version of PAL for si
mulation purposes; 

- BE (from Base language for ES computers) 
- a low-level language analogous to the 
ASSEMBLER, compatible with PAL and PALM 
for supplying software. 

3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION IN AL 

AL employs the conventional mathematical deno
tation for variables, expressions and arithme
tical operations (except multiplication and 
diVision, which are denoted by '* and I, res
pectively). Two special signs are introduced: 
":n for , headings and "#" for control transfer. 
The algorithm is described in blank-separated 
sentences. The sentences fall into headings, 
i.e. they contain the n:" sign, and commands 
(the rest). The headings are subdivided into 
block headings, e.g. A:, and labels, e.g. 2:. 
The commands are divided into assignment com
mands, e.g. a=b+c, and control ones, which, in 
their turn, fall into block addresses, e.g. 

A, unconditioned transitions, e.g. #2, and 
condi tioned tran'si tions, e. g. .z ~ y ~ 4 # S. 
The ex~ples of control operations contain: 
address to block A; transition to label "2:"; 
transi tion to label "5:" when X"'Y.$ 3 holds. 

' Below is given an algorithm for solving the 
polynomial 1J= aaX n." a1 oX n-,"'" '" .,. a,,_1 X'" (117' 
described in AL and containing one block P. 

P: , i::f !/=aa 

1: 

Commands containing one expression only are 
abbreviated assignment commands: the result is 
assigned to the leftmost variable in the' ex
pression. 

T 
Block 
entrance 

-.l 
Block 
exit 

c?~ 
Direct Conditional 
section section 

Fig.1. Block diagram elements. 
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The description of an algorithm in AL can be 
illustrated as a block diagram. Fig.1 shows 
the elements of a block diagram. The block di
agram of algorithm P is given in Fig.2. 

p 

Fig.2. Algorithm P. 

4. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The mathematical model represents a generali
zed concept of an algorithm and describes the 
work of systems of discrete events, teletraf
fic systems in particular. The work of an or
dinary algorithm can best be visualized as mo
vement through a block diagram of some object 
(usually referred to as control), which per
forms the commands. There can be several such 
operating objects in the mathematical model 
and they are referred to as calls. Apart from 
the commands in AL, calls perform certain spe
cialized ones, namely: generation (breaking up 
a call into two independent calls), delay 
(stoppage of call operation for random time 
with an assigned distribution), wait (stoppage 
of operation for a time depending on the oper
ation of the other calls) and activation (re
lease from waiting for another call). The 
above operations are called the major operati
ons and can be combined into derived ones, for 
example, generation and delay combine into a 
call source. Fig.3 is a graphic representation 
of the major operations and Fig.4 - a full and 
a simplified picture of the source. 

h 
Generation Delay 

9--- ---9 
Wait Activation 

Fig.3. The major operations. 
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Fig.4. The source. 

Wait and activation are linked up with a dash
ed line to show that they are related to each 
other. The operation diagram - graphical re
presentation of mathematical model - is the 
combination of elements shown in Fig-s 1, 3 
and 4. The work of the model consists of the 
calls moving through the operation diagram. 
The calls executing the "delay" and "wait" 
operations are said to be passive, but the 
others to be active. One call only can be ac
tive at each given moment. A sequence of ope
rations by an active call is referred to as an 
event. The events are considered to be instan
tenuous, but the model time is made up by the 
intervals between the events. 

A mathematical model is illustrated in Fig.5 
by the operation diagram for a v-line full-ac
cess scheme with queuing. Variable i reflects 
the number of engaged lines. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
L 

Fig.5. v-line full-access scheme with queuing. 

5. THE PAL PROGR~UNG LANGUAGE 

PAL is designed for describing algorithms 
meant to be computer programs. PAL is an ana
logue of AL differing mainly in that: 

- it has an alphabet (a set of symbols, in
cluding Latin capitals, figures, signs 
{( ) , < = > + - tf / t ~ . , : r. C J } 
and blanks. Braces { are no part of 
the alphabet and are used to separate the 
language structures from description 
text. 

- variables are denoted by identificators 
in the .form of letters only. Identifica
tors can also stand for arrays of succes
sive variables. If, for instance, LQ is 
an array of three variables, the latter 
are designated LQ, LQ1· and ~2. The in
dexes are bracketed, e.g. A[t]. 

- two types of. variables - integer and real 
- are involved. 
besides the headings and the commands a 
third kind of sentence is introduced cal
led declarations. The declaration defines 
the variables, assigns their type, mutual 
arrangement and the initial values. Decla
rations are usually written in a special 
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section at the beginning of the program. 
The declaration section is headed {::} 
and continues up to the next heading. All 
the variables and arrays involved in ope
ration are to be declared. 

- there are control commands, called addres
ses, to standard programs (Sp). SP, for 
instance, effects the output (print-out) 
of the results. The frintout command is 
of the form {#P#a , where a is the 
list of the print-out information. Here 

P: 

is the above-considered algorithm P as 
described in PAL: 

X.tfr5 YIt I 

l=f !/=A 

I+f .l<=N# f #P#!/ 

The declaration of array A and variables IV, 
X, !I, I give the initial values, which make 

up the control example, e.g. find 
!I=X1.+f.SX+.$ if x=$ • The presence 

of the symbol {*J in the declaration indica
tes the R type, its absence means the I type. 
For the rest, the program repeats the algo
rithm description in AL (with the addition on
ly of an output command for the variable Y 
valueB). In such a form, the program can be 
fed into computer, which prints out the result 
.30.50000. 

6. THE BASIS FOR PAIM 

The simulation language PALM is obtained by 
extending PAL, much the same as the mathemati
cal model is built by making additions to AL. 
Added to PAL are tools for performing the ma
jor operations of the model (including source). 
The tools assume the form of addresses to the 
SP: 

#A#S 
#8#$ 
#C#$ 
#1)#$ 
#8#$ 

- source, 
- delay, 

wait, 
- activation, 
- generation. 

Where $ stands for added information: flow 
parameter or the delay time, the queue number, 
the label for a generated call. Absence of S 
implies $: f. 

In order to make the model work, the translator 
adds a universal simulation program (UPS) to 
the program written in PAIM. Simulation begins 
by addressing a {# 1'1# P } command to the USP, 
where P is the number of parameters assigned 
to each call. In its turn, the USP addresses 
the standard blocks of the program written in 
PALM: 

MD - simUlation block corresponding to the 
operation diagram, 

SA - build up of the initial state of the 
model, 

RZ - processing and output of results, 
SE - preparation of arrays for collecting 

information, 
NF - collection of information. 

All the enumerated blocks need not be present. 

Interaction of the program in PALM and the USP 
is effected by standard variables making up 
three arrays Q, Wand T, four variables in 
each, W being the call ~ount and T the current 
time. The declaration 1.. Q4 Vl4 T4*} must be 
present in the declaration section. 
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Let this be illustrated by a simUlation pro
gram for a v-line full-access scheme with que
Uing, written in PALM: 

V::3 1 04 W4 

11: #11#ff 

Nb: #A#/., W+I I< V#1 #c# 

f: I+f I-I #1)# 

SA: 1-' 
Here V stands for the number of lines, L 
for the incoming load, and I for the number 
of engaged lines. The program .incorporates a 
control . example V. = 3, L = 2 • The program 
does not contain any directions as to when si
mUlation is to be ended. In such a case the 
USP automatically performs five series of 
calls, 2000 each. 

7. STANDARD STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

In the program example considered above there 
is no operation of information collection. In 
such a case standard statistical information 
(SSI) can be obtained by the programmer's di
rection. The SSI contains data on the sources, 
delays and queus: the realized flow intensity, 
the average delay time and the average number 
of calls on it, the average waiting time and 
the average queue content, etc. The SSI can 
also be obtained by way of supplementary infor
mation in cases when the program itself compi
les and processes the information. 

The basic data concerning the work of the mo
del, such as the series number, the number of 
calls and the model time, are always printed 
out without a special demand. 

8. THE ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES OF PALM 

The above-considered possibilities of PALM are 
supplemented by a number of others. Sources 
are available of pseudo-random numbers with 
uniform, exponential and normal distribution. 
Also available is a SP for realizing the dis
tributive function assigned according to a 
table. The USP contains a subprogram for buil
ding histograms. The latter are printed out as 
numbers with graphic representations attached 
beside. 

Tools are provided for realizing a disruptible 
delay, an operation combining elements of both 
delay and wait. 

Provided is also a SP for calculating confiden
ce intervals by statistically processing the 
simUlation results series by series. 

9. DEBUGGING 

The simulation program can be debugged under 
the debugging regime of PAL and also by PALM. 
Under the debugging regime, the observer's com
mands are inserted at particular program pOints, 
which print out the values of several speqifi
ed variables an assigned number of times. ' 

PALM supplies the tools for the initial and 
the final debugging. Initial debugging consists 
in having at the beginning of simulation, some 
time after each event, information printed out 
on the state of the model. Final debugging cle
ars the model by switching off the source and 
the generations. The information printed out 
before and after each clearing allows to judge 
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about the correc·tness of the program. 

All the debugging tools are engaged by adding 
control cards to the program without changing 
the program itself. 

10. BRIEF INFORMATION ON SOFTWARE 

The software for SPALM is a unique set of pro
grams of about 44 K (kilobytes) size at pre
sent (in 1979). The major part of the program 
is written in BE ·language. 

The software comprises a translator, common 
for BE, PAL and PALM and an add~nda library. 
The addenda library contains algorithms of 
elementary functions and standard programs, 
including USP. At translation, the use~'s pro
gram is automatically supplemented with the 
required addenda from the addenda library. 

The translator revises the program one time 
only and works 30-50 times faster than the 
ASSEMBLER and PL/1 translators do. 

11. EXTENSION POSSIBILITIES FOR SPALM 

The software for SPALM has been designed with 
a view of continuous improvement of the sys
tem. Most tools of adding to the programming 
possibilities are obtained by extending the 
SP set. The SP's are combined in complexes re~ 
ferred to as addenda and these represent the 
constituent parts in program compilation. The 
most frequently used addenda are included in 
the addenda library, the others are on the 
punchcards and are added by hand. 

Special-purpose variants can be made of PALM 
by making up corresponding SP.'s. Thus an ad
dendum has been developed for simulation of 
priority systems. 

An SP can be written both in BE (thus obtai
ning more rational programs) and in PAL (thus 
obtaining easier programs), as well as by com
bining the two languages. 

For realizing additions, which are not connec
ted with the SP, possibilities have been pro
vided for to make comparatively easy changes 
in the translator. 
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